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possibility of contraceptive measures. The question of
children is one of the main reasons for strictly maintaining
a responsible marriage. If this reason disappears,' impossible *
things can happen. This fact, too, counts a good deal with
the unmarried woman, who therewith has the possibility
of an ' approximate ' marriage. But it is important also for
those married women, who, as I have shown in my article in
Keyserling's Book of Marriage,1 are the * containers'. With
this term I describe those who have individual demands
that are unsatisfied, or not wholly satisfied, by the husband.
Finally, the possibility of contraception is a fact of tremendous
importance for all women, since it does away with the
constant liability to pregnancy, and the care of an increasing
number of children. This freedom from the bonds of nature
means the release of considerable psychic forces that inevitably
seek some application. Whenever such a sum of energy
finds no appropriate goal, it causes a disturbance in the
mental equilibrium. The energy that lacks a conscious
goal strengthens the unconscious, giving rise to insecurity
and doubt.
Added to this is^ another circumstance of no small
importance, namely, the more or less open discussion of the
sexual problem. This territory, once so obscure, now emerges
as a brightly lit field of scientific and general interest. Things
can be heard and said in society that formerly would have
been quite impossible. Many people have learned to think
with far greater freedom and honesty, and have come to
realize how important these things are.
The discussion of the sexual problem is, of course, only
the somewhat crude beginning of a far deeper question,
namely, that of the psychic or human relationship between
the sexes. Before this latter question the sexual problem
pales in significance, and with it we enter the real domain
of woman. Her psychology is founded on the principle of
1 Marriage as a Psychological Relationship in the present volume.

